
WRITE A BRIEF BIOGRAPHY OF WILLIAM WORDSWORTH

William Wordsworth () was a major Romantic poet, based in the Wordsworth was born on 7 April in Cockermouth, in
north-west England. In , after returning from a brief visit to see his daughter, Wordsworth married a despite saying he
wouldn't write any poetry as Poet Laureate.

There were to be three further parts, only the second of which was completed, christened The Excursion and
published in nine books lines in total in  The tour began on the Isle of Wight 2 , conceivably to allow William
to check out the possibility of making a crossing to France. The only other section to be completed was the
first book of Part I, called Home at Grasmere, though Wordsworth asserts in the Preface to The Prelude that
the other poetry he composed after , when properly ordered, comprised Part III. The separation from his
orphaned siblings was a severe emotional trial, and after reuniting as adults, William and his sister Dorothy
lived together for the rest of their lives. During this period Wordsworth met another radical young man with
literary aspirations, Samuel Taylor Coleridge. Poems in Two Volumes Wordsworth published Poems in Two
Volumes in 37 in an edition of , of which were still unsold in  The son of John and Ann Cookson Wordsworth,
William Wordworth was born on April 7, in Cockermouth, Cumberland, located in the Lake District of
England: an area that would become closely associated with Wordsworth for over two centuries after his
death. During this period he also formed his early political opinionsâ€”especially his hatred of tyranny. Facts
Matter. He meantime had been planning to return to England that spring to engage in some kind of literary
activity or finally to take orders. In the spring, she announced that she was going to have a baby and that the
poet was the father. The first collected edition of his poems appeared in ; five more editions followed between
then and  September - January Raisley Calvert and a legacy William returned to Windy Brow in late
September, where he found William Calvert's brother, Raisley, in poor health he was in fact dying of
tuberculosis. He found teachers and students shallow and the course of study inconsequential; he openly
proclaimed that he could not stand the regimentation. Walsh was quickly convinced that there was little to the
allegations, but Mrs St Albyn, the owner of the property, promptly gave notice to terminate the lease as soon
as it expired in June  Annette Vallon was his first wife. The poem, revised numerous times, chronicles the
spiritual life of the poet and marks the birth of a new genre of poetry. Though the poet was compelled to
defend the French Reign of Terror outwardly, his inner convictions were slowly altering, and he underwent a
serious spiritual malaise, during which he seemed to be finally and completely without desire or design. In
December he met and fell in love with Annette Vallon, and at the beginning of he became the close friend of
an intellectual and philosophical army officer, Michel Beaupuy, with whom he discussed politics. He
attempted to get the play staged in November , but it was rejected by Thomas Harris , the manager of the
Covent Garden Theatre , who proclaimed it "impossible that the play should succeed in the representation".
The Wordsworths were left to make their own arrangements, and travelled south to Goslar, 'a venerable
venerable I mean as to its external appearance decayed city. In December of John Wordsworth, returning
home from a business trip, lost his way and was forced to spend a cold night in the open. My object is to give
pictures of Nature, Man and Society. She did not see William again until  It was also during the course of
early that the idea of composing an epic philosophic poem was suggested by Coleridge. The cottage was a
mere stone's throw from the open fields. For the second edition of the Lyrical Ballads , 30 , now expanded to
two volumes, Wordsworth re-arranged the poems, added others of his own, put his sole name on the title page
and wrote a longer Preface, which set out in greater detail his theory of poetry. The Reign of Terror left
Wordsworth thoroughly disillusioned with the French Revolution and the outbreak of armed hostilities
between Britain and France prevented him from seeing Annette and his daughter for some years. Having seen
the sights of Hamburg all 'huddle and ugliness, stink and stagnation,' Coleridge, letter to Thomas Poole, 26
October , Coleridge left for Ratzeburg, arranging for rooms for himself and Chester. Amongst those he met at
this time were John and Azariah Pinney , sons of a rich Bristol merchant, who offered him the use of
Racedown Lodge in Dorset rent free. The French government had declared war on Great Britain on 1 February
, ratcheting up the fear of invasion, and, having been seen wandering the countryside with notebooks and
having been heard asking questions about the local geography, the new arrivals were immediately suspected of
being French spies preparing for just such an invasion.


